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An attempt to reconstruct the bagpipes depicted in Peter Breughel the elder’s 
‘Peasants’ Wedding’ 

 

When I trawled the ‘net’ for modern ‘Flemish pipes,’ I found ‘reinterpretations’ aplenty 
but few that seemed to resemble the painting closely (1). The Breughel chanter is 
definitely robust. (If you look at my photographs you’ll see that because of my 
inexperience as a turner mine isn’t throughout its length).The drone stock is often 
interpreted as a rectangular block with incised decoration, both drones being set into 
it such that the tenor drone terminates well short of the bass drone. In the Breughel 



painting the tenor drone is mounted on a short tube which brings the drone tips much 
closer in overall length. 

Scale: The chanter length seemed similar to the piper’s elbow to  little fingertip 
distance which measures 40cm on my forearm (for your comparison, my height is 
1m 65cm), so I scaled the plans accordingly and, with six fingers down, the chanter 
plays at approximately ‘d’. 

Fingering: Purely for my convenience, laziness and familiarity I added a thumbhole 
that is thought to be absent in the originals (2). I’m not sure I could play a chanter 
without one but I presume that in the original the top fingerhole serves this function 
and the bottom little fingerhole becomes the fundamental. As with setting up all wind 
instruments, holes need to be placed and enlarged until they work – my suggestions 
are but a guide. 

Bore tapers: I used the outside bore of the chanter profile to suggest a taper and 
built a reamer from steel bar purchased from my local ironmonger. Hubert Kwisthout 
suggested that the drone bores needed to be tapered, also so I used my chanter 
reamer to taper just the top sections of each drone. I don’t notice much change in the 
tone, volume or behaviour so this taper might well be unnecessary. 

The drone stock: As already noted, on the ‘net’ most drone stocks of modern 
‘Flemish pipes’ bear little resemblance to the Breughel painting which seems to show 
a slim block of ‘figure of eight cross’ section. For ease of maintenance and in line 
with the painting, I have split the unit into a true stock tied into the bag, and a part 
which, on the plans, I call a divider. It is possible to combine the two and mount the 
combination directly into the bag. My (woodworking) lathe headstock can be fitted 
with a toroidal disc (like a POLO mint) with four screw holes which allows me to 
mount the ’divider’ blank with the bass drone axis along the main axis of the lathe. 
Thus, I was able to turn the bottom tenon and drill the bore on the same setting. To 
interconnect the bass and tenor drone bores I drilled two 6mm bores, one down from 
the tenor drone centre to a depth just short of the chamfer, and a cross bore to meet 
it taken through to the bass drone bore. Temporarily, I put a length of brass tube 
down this first bore to act as a depth stop for the side plug when glueing it and 
completed the job by boring the tenor drone socket to a suitable depth. External 
shaping of this divider was done by eye with ruler, saw, block plane and gouge. 

Bag: This is enormous in the painting; held in front and squeezed by both arms. A 
later painting from 1632 (3) shows a more conventional bag (and the lower tenor 
drone position). After several failed attempts to make such a bag, I Emailed 
Jonathan Swayne, borrowed his plan (with permission) and persuaded Jackie Boice 
to fettle it for me. I had some correspondence with Richard York who agreed that the 
bag appeared to be turned inside out and that he had asked Jonathan Swayne to do 
this for his large Flemish pipes. When I mailed Jonathon Swayne he commented that 
the operation was possible but involved a lot of effort. Having attempted it in one of 



my experiments and punctured the leather in the process I have left Jackie’s new 
bag without prolapse.  Whatever bag plan you choose the shape is a veritable 
challenge to the Cerne Abbas giant albeit on a smaller scale, and if you want to use 
Jonathan’s plans, please ask him first. 

Swaying drones: Both paintings show a lace tied around the lower section of the 
bass drone and the bag neck presumably to provide necessary discipline. I concur 
as, in my hands, the drones have a tendency to swing to the left in use and need to 
be brought firmly to heel. 

Reeds: These should, of course, be made of reed, absorb lots of moisture and give any self 
respecting piper plenty of trouble but I took the safe route and made the drone reeds from 
brass tube with a plastic tongue (4). I file the tube to a taper of half the thickness at the tip, 
take out the corners, bend the tip upwards, solder and clean up. The tongue, unlike 
Liestman’s, isn’t tapered but a plastic strip of constant thickness, shaped by lying the brass 
base on the plastic, drawing round it and cutting accordingly. The chanter reed was that for 
a Scots smallpipe which I just happened to have handy. 

Both volume and pressure of air are substantial. 
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